SECRET 0110232 FEB 75 STAFF

CITE DIRECTOR

TO: IMMEDIATE NAIROBI INFO TEHRAN.

NIACT NAIROBI

RYBAT

REFS:  A. NAIROBI

B. DIRECTOR

1. UNABLE COMPLETE CHECK OF TESTIMONY FOR SEVERAL MORE HOURS. CONSENSUS OF ALL CONCERNED IS THAT TESTIMONY CONTAINS NO SUCH STATEMENTS AS ALLEGED REF B MESSAGE.

2. SINCE AMBASSADOR HELMS IS OUT OF EASY CONTACT, AND WE ARE STILL CHECKING TESTIMONY, PLEASE DELAY DELIVERY OF REF B MESSAGE FOR THE PRESENT. WE WILL ADVISE LATER TODAY (1 FEB) RE DELIVERY (AND YOUR PROPOSAL FOR CONTACTING AMB HELMS VIA CHARTERED AIRCRAFT ON AFTERNOON 2 FEB). E2 IMPDET.
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